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Scientific Progress
1) We developed a solvation model for primarily non-polar solvents (more accurately, solvents without significant hydrogenbond donating or accepting capability) that replaced many empirical parameters with universal dispersion and cavitation terms, with the former deriving from computed spherically averaged molecular polarizabilities. This model is of special utility because it provides a means to estimate changes in dispersion interactions associated with electronic excitations, through analysis of changes in polarizabilities. 2) We showed that continuum solvent models, in combination with explicit simulations, can accurately predict acid dissociation equilibrium constants for strong acids in water over a wide range of state points. 3) We demonstrated the rather surprising phenomenon that atomic polarizability is NOT a transferable property and that molecular polarizabilities derive primarily from the sum of atomic effects at the periphery of a molecule, with interior atoms contributing very little to overall polarization. 4) Through our own work and a careful review of the literature, we established uncertainty estimates and provided guidance on best practices for the prediction of equilibrium reduction potentials of all sorts.
Technology Transfer
The SMx models (and the underlying CMx charge models) were been coded into many software packages, including several distributed freely, under license, by the University of Minnesota (see comp.chem.umn.edu/mccdir/software.htm). Since 1996, many academic, governmental, and commercial organizations have successfully downloaded AMSOL (500+ licenses), GAMESSPLUS (300+ licenses), HONDOPLUS (150+ licenses), OMNISOL (125+ licenses), and SMXGAUSS (125+ licenses). We are continuing to incorporate all of our SMx developments into these codes and we anticipate continued brisk demand. We have ongoing developmental relationships with the commercial distributors of JAGUAR and Q-CHEM, and we will make our new developments available in this manner as well. Three years ago, SMD was incorporated into Gaussian 09, and it has already been cited more than 1000 times. We consider this to have been a major success of this project.
